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ABSTRACT: The interplay between the local hydration shell structure,
the length of hydrophobic solutes, and their identity (perﬂuorinated or
not) remains poorly understood. We address this issue by combining
Raman−multivariate curve resolution (Raman-MCR) spectroscopy,
simulation, and quantum-mechanical calculations to quantify the
thermodynamics and the ﬁrst principle interactions behind the formation
of defects in the hydration shell of alkyl−diol and perﬂuoroalkyl−diol
chains. The hydration shell of the ﬂuorinated diols contains substantially
more defects than that of the nonﬂuorinated diols; these defects are water
hydroxy groups that do not donate hydrogen bonds and which either point
to the solute (radial-dangling OH) or not (nonradial-dangling OH). The
number of radial-dangling OH defects per carbon decreases for longer
chains and toward the interior of the ﬂuorinated diols, mainly due to less favorable electrostatics and exchange interactions;
nonradial-dangling OH defects per carbon increase with chain length. In contrast, the hydration shell of the nonﬂuorinated diols
only contains radial-dangling defects, which become more abundant toward the center of the chain and for larger chains,
predominantly because of more favorable dispersion interactions. These results have implications for how the folding of
macromolecules, ligand binding to biomacromolecules, and chemical reactions at water−oil interfaces could be modiﬁed through the
introduction of ﬂuorinated groups or solvents.

■

based on data for −CF3 and −CH3 groups. This understanding
is important given the wide presence of −(CF2)n− substituents
in ﬁre suppressants and thus in environmental contaminants,6,7
their usefulness in detergents for isolating natural membrane
proteins8,9 and for protein denaturation,10 and their potential
to modulate binding of small molecules to proteins.11
In this work, we combine Raman−multivariate curve
resolution (Raman-MCR) spectroscopy, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, and symmetry-adapted perturbation theory
(SAPT) to characterize the structure and thermodynamic
stability of the hydration shell of the alkane and perﬂuoroalkane diols shown in Figure 1. We investigate defects of the
hydration shell consisting of water hydroxy groups that are not
hydrogen-bonded to other water molecules and thus give rise
to a relatively sharp O−H peak near 3660 cm−1, because of the
insight they give into water−solute interactions and the

INTRODUCTION

Perﬂuorinated molecules are known to be more hydrophobic,
as deﬁned by their hydration free energy, than the analogous
nonﬂuorinated molecules. 1 Early simulation work has
suggested that the main diﬀerence between ﬂuorinated and
nonﬂuorinated interactions with water arises from the larger
volume of ﬂuorinated molecules.2 Our own recent work3 and
that of others4 comparing the hydration of ethanol and 2,2,2triﬂuoroethanol has clariﬁed that reality is more complex: The
hydration shells of terminal −CF3 and −CH3 groups indeed
diﬀer substantially, but some of the diﬀerences have nothing to
do with the diﬀerent volume of these groups. Instead, they
arise from the fundamentally diﬀerent enthalpic interactions
between these groups and water−both in terms of the
magnitude and quantum mechanical nature of the interactions.3 Quantum mechanical calculations have conﬁrmed
that the direct interactions between short perﬂuoroalkanes and
short alkanes have an unexpected dependence on chain length,
with interactions between short perﬂuoroalkanes (with less
than 4 carbons) being stronger than those of the analogous
alkanes; the opposite trend is observed for longer linear
molecules.5 Those results suggest that diﬀerences in hydration
of perﬂuorinated and alkane chains should be speciﬁcally
investigated as a function of length, rather than extrapolated
© 2021 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society
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SC spectra were obtained by performing a self-modeling curve
resolution (SMCR) decomposition of pairs of pure water and
each diol solution separately.15,19,20 All SC spectra contained a
vibrational band near 3660 cm−1 assigned to dangling OH
groups of water molecules in the solute’s hydration shell.21 The
dangling OH bands were further isolated from the underlying
hydrogen-bonded OH background by approximating the shape
of the latter background by that of the high-frequency side of
the OH stretch band of pure water measured at the same
temperature.
The area of the resulting background-subtracted OH bands
was used to obtain the average number of these species in the
diol hydration shells. To do so, we ﬁrst assumed that the
average Raman cross section of a (non-hydrogen-bonded)
dangling OH group is equal to the average Raman cross
section of an OH group in pure water. Under this assumption,
the average number, ⟨k⟩, of dangling OH groups per hydration
shell may be obtained from the CH-normalized dangling OH
band intensity ICH‑n
D‑OH as follows:

Figure 1. Solutes investigated. (Left) nonﬂuorinated linear diols.
(Right) ﬂuorinated linear diols (gray = C, red = O, silver = H, green =
F). A few solutes were only investigated using simulation (“sim.
only”) or experiment (“exp. only”). IUPAC names are given in the
text.

ij Ω yz ‐n
⟨k⟩ = nCHjjj CH zzzIDCH
j ΩOH z ‐OH
k
{

stability of the hydration shell.4,12−16 We ﬁnd that the
thermodynamic trends obtained with spectroscopic and
classical simulation methods are well in agreement. Our results
clarify that the local hydration shell structure and stability
depend strongly on chain length and the speciﬁc position along
the chain for all molecules considered, but ﬂuorinated and
nonﬂuorinated molecules show opposite trends. The opposite
trends stem both from the fact that the structure of the water
hydroxy population giving rise to the peak near 3660 cm−1 in
the Raman-MCR spectra diﬀers between the ﬂuorinated and
nonﬂuorinated solutions and from the diﬀerent quantum
mechanical nature of the dominant interactions between
dangling water hydroxy groups and −CF2− or −CH2− groups.

(1)

In eq 1, the ratio of cross sections ΩCH/ΩOH was directly
obtained from the experimentally determined area of the OH
stretch band of pure water (IW‑OH), the CH stretch band area
of the diols (ICH), and the concentrations of pure water and
solute, using the following equation:
ij I
yzij 2[W] yz
ΩCH
zz
= jjj CH zzzjjj
j IW‐OH zj nCH[S] zz
ΩOH
k
{k
{

(2)

We have previously shown that the equilibrium constant for
the process of converting a water−water hydrogen bond into a
dangling OH structure in the hydration shell of alcohols may
be well-approximated with the average number, ⟨k⟩, of
dangling OH groups.21 Thus, the following expressions may
be used to obtain the Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and entropy
changes associated with the formation of dangling OH defects
in the hydration shell of the solute:

■

METHODS
Experiment. Aqueous solutions of 1,2-ethanediol, 1,4butanediol, 1,5-pentanediol, 1,6-hexanediol, 1,7-heptanediol,
2,2,3,3-tetraﬂuoro-1,4-butanediol, 2,2,3,3,4,4-hexaﬂuoro-1,5pentanediol, and 2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5-octaﬂuoro-1,6-hexanediol
were prepared in ultrapure (Milli-Q) water of 18.2 MΩ cm
resistivity. All solutions were prepared at 1 mol/dm 3
concentrations with the exception of 1,7-heptanediol and
2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5-octaﬂuoro-1,6-hexanediol which are less soluble
in water and were prepared at 0.1 and 0.5 mol/dm 3
concentrations, respectively. Our prior work has shown that
direct hydrophobic contacts in aqueous solutions of small
alcohols (n-butanol and tert-butyl alcohol) are largely those
expected for random mixtures, for concentrations as high as
1 mol/dm3.17,18 Given the fact that the solutes here are diols
and thus have higher aﬃnity for water, and the low
concentrations used for the two longest solutes, we expect
little aggregation in these solutions. All alcohol solutions were
pipetted into 2 mL cylindrical glass vials for Raman acquisition.
Raman measurements were performed as previously described14,15 at temperatures ranging from 20 to 95 °C (held
constant to within ±0.1 °C) using an Ar-ion 514.5 nm
excitation laser with ∼20 mW of power at the sample and 5
min of signal averaging.
The solution spectra were used to obtain solute-correlated
(SC) spectra containing the diol vibrational features as well as
features arising from solute-perturbed water molecules. These

ΔG = −RT ln⟨k⟩
ÄÅ
É
ÅÅ ∂(ΔG /T ) ÑÑÑ
Å
ÑÑ
Å
ΔH = ÅÅ
Ñ
ÅÅÇ ∂(1/T ) ÑÑÑÖP
i ∂ΔG yz
zz
ΔS = −jjj
k ∂T { P

(3)

(4)

(5)

where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
Simulation. In Figure 2, we schematically show two
conﬁgurations of water hydroxy groups that may contribute to
the Raman-MCR signal near 3660 cm−1. In both cases, the
water OH in question is called dangling because it does not
donate a hydrogen bond to another water molecule or to the
alcohol OH. These conﬁgurations diﬀer in their orientation
relative to −CH2− or −CF2−: Dangling OH groups that point
toward the solute are called radial-dangling, whereas those that
point in any other direction are called nonradial-dangling. In
Supporting Information section 2, we describe how the naming
convention we use in the present work relates to that used in
our previous publications. Our prior work on nonﬂuorinated nalcohols has shown that the Raman-MCR signal near
3660 cm−1 can be attributed primarily to the radial-dangling
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The free energy of formation of a dangling hydroxy structure
can be calculated with eq 6:
ΔG = −RT ln K ,

K=

P1
P0

(6)

where Pn is the probability of having exactly n dangling
hydroxy structures in the hydration shell; therefore, K
corresponds to the equilibrium constant of forming a single
dangling hydroxy structure from a hydration shell with zero
such structures. An experimentally tractable approximation to
calculate the free energy of formation of dangling hydroxy
groups is given in eq 3. Either equation can be used to
calculate free energies in the context of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations.
Molecular Dynamics with Classical Force Fields. A
cubic box of edge length 4 nm containing a single diol
molecule was prepared for each diol with modules from the
Gromacs package.22−28 The TIP4P-Ew force ﬁeld29 was used
for water. A modiﬁed version of the GAFF30 force ﬁeld was
used for the diols, with −CF2− ﬂuorine and −CH2− hydrogen
parameters optimized against the hydration free energies of
ﬂuorinated methanol derivatives31 or ethane.3 These parameters were previously employed to describe the thermodynamics
of the hydration shell of similar solutes.3,32 Partial atomic
charges on the solutes are calculated through (i) a geometry
optimization at the MP2/6-31G* level of theory followed by
(ii) a RHF/6-31G* geometry optimization, from which initial
partial charges are calculated with a RESP-ﬁt33 and used in (iii)
a MD simulation of the solute in water, as described below,
from which 1000 conformations of the solute were extracted.
RESP ﬁts were repeated for each conformation, and the ﬁnal
partial atomic charges on each solute atom are the mean
charge, at that atom, over all conformations. Geometry
optimizations were conducted with the Gaussian 03 software34
and RESP ﬁts were conducted with modules from the
Antechamber35 package. AMBER-readable36 Antechamber
output ﬁles were converted to Gromacs-formatted ﬁles using
ACPYPE.37
Each simulation box was minimized sequentially with the
steepest-descent and the L-BFGS algorithms. Two 100 ps
equilibrations were performed, ﬁrst in the NPT ensemble and
second in the NVT ensemble. A 2 ns NPT preproduction run
was then conducted, and the simulation frame whose volume
was closest to the mean box volume was extracted. Using this
frame, we proceeded with a 25 ns NVT simulation, under a
leapfrog integration scheme, a time step of 2 fs, and sample

Figure 2. Schematic representation of part of the hydration shell of
2,2,3,3,4,4-hexaﬂuoro-1,5-pentanediol. The solute and part of its ﬁrst
hydration shell are surrounded by the blue curves. Water radialdangling hydroxy groups point toward the solute, and nonradialdangling hydroxy groups do not. Together they are referred to as
dangling hydroxy groups. Carbon atoms are shown in gray, ﬂuorine in
green, oxygen in red, and hydrogen in white.

OH population, whereas for ﬂuorinated n-alcohols there is a
signiﬁcant additional contribution from the nonradial-dangling
OH population.3 Below we show that the same trends are seen
in solutions of nonﬂuorinated and ﬂuorinated diols.
Hydrogen bonds between water and the alcohol hydroxy
group are identiﬁed as having dO···O < 3.5 Å and 160° ≤ θ ≤
180°, with θ the angle formed by the donor oxygen, the
hydrogen, and the acceptor oxygen atoms. Hydrogen bonds
between two water molecules are identiﬁed as having dO···O <
3.5 Å and 145° ≤ θ ≤ 180°. Radial-dangling OH groups are
identiﬁed as having an angle θ between water oxygen, water
hydrogen, and diol ﬂuorine/hydrogen atoms within 160° ≤ θ
≤ 180° and a distance between the water oxygen atom and the
diol hydrogen or ﬂuorine atom of dOW···H/F < 3.5 Å. Unless
stated otherwise, dangling OH groups were considered around
both the central (ﬂuoro)methylene groups and the αmethylene groups (those connected to the alcohol OH
group). The hydration shell includes all water molecules
whose oxygen atom is within 5.53 Å of a carbon atom in an
alkane diol or within 5.69 Å of a carbon atom in a
perﬂuoroalkane diol. These distances correspond to the radii
of the ﬁrst hydration shell of methane and tetraﬂuoromethane,
respectively.

Figure 3. Total interaction energy as a function of the distance between the water oxygen and either the ﬂuorine or the hydrogen atom of the
−CF2− or −CH2− groups in diols, calculated at the DF-sSAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ level of theory for diol−water dimers where the water forms a
radial-dangling hydroxy structure pointing to the indicated groups of C6 (A) nonﬂuorinated and (B) ﬂuorinated diols.
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Figure 4. Raman and Raman-MCR SC spectra showing the CH and OH stretch bands at 20 °C. All SC spectra were normalized to solute
concentration. The SC spectra of 1,7-heptanediol was smoothed with a 11-point Savitzky-Golay ﬁlter to reduce noise. The dashed spectra show the
pure water OH band plotted for reference. The inset panels in C and D expand the dangling OH band (before background subtraction).

Figure 3 shows the interaction energy for radial-dangling
OH structures pointing to α and β carbons of ﬂuorinated and
nonﬂuorinated diols, from sSAPT0 calculations. The interaction energy depends strongly on the distance between the
water and the −CF2− or −CH2− group. For a given distance,
the wide spread of the energy values demonstrates that the
interaction energy also depends strongly on the orientation
and conformation of the molecules forming the dimer,
particularly for ﬂuorinated diols. This result illustrates the
critical importance of suﬃcient sampling to be able to draw
conclusions for systems at ambient temperature from singlepoint energy calculations.
The very large positive (i.e., repulsive) energies observed at
short distances for the β-CF2− system show that those
conﬁgurations were in fact oversampled in the MD simulation
from which they were extracted. The oversampling stems from
shortcomings of the force ﬁeld: The hydrogen in TIP4P-Ew
water does not have an associated Lennard-Jones potential, so
interactions of radial-dangling OH groups with solute atoms
with near-zero or with negative charge are not represented
well. To enable meaningful comparisons of the sSAPT0
energies between diﬀerent chains and diﬀerent positions within
a chain, we take advantage of the fact that for β-carbons, and
other interior carbons (results not shown), the energies
become negative beyond a certain distance dOW···H/F. We thus
deﬁne a repulsive threshold as the distance at which a moving
average of 20 points ﬁrst becomes negative, and calculate
average dimer energies beyond this threshold. For the αcarbons, however, the average interaction energy is never
negative; for this position, the average is calculated using
points beyond the repulsive threshold of the β-carbon of the
same chain.

collection every 0.1 ps. Artiﬁcial perturbations of the dynamics
of hydration water molecules were minimized by employing
Langevin dynamics with a 0.05 ps−1 collision frequency. For
each system, this procedure (from equilibration to production)
was conducted at 278, 298, 318, 338, and 358 K. Both
Coulombic and van der Waals interactions used a 1.2 nm
cutoﬀ; van der Waals interactions were additionally switched to
zero after 1.0 nm. Long-range electrostatics were calculated
with PME38 summation, with a fourth-order interpolation and
0.1 nm grid spacing. System pressure and energy were
calculated employing long-range dispersion corrections. All
bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained with
LINCS.39
All simulations were carried with Gromacs; statistics on the
formation of dangling hydroxy structures were collected with
VMD40 using in-house scripts.
Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory. The Psi4
software package41 was used to carry symmetry-adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) calculations at the DF-sSAPT0
level of theory.42−44 The frozen core approximation is used for
core electrons, two-electron integrals in self-consistent ﬁeld
calculations undergo a density ﬁt45,46 (initial density-ﬁtted
orbitals are obtained by superposition-of-atomic-densities).
The jun-cc-pVDZ47−51 basis sets were employed. SAPT was
used to decompose the interaction energy of water−diol
dimers (one water molecule and one diol, with conﬁgurations
retrieved from MD simulations at 298 K), where the water
molecule forms a radial-dangling hydroxy structure. Beyond
forming a radial-dangling hydroxy, the water molecule in the
dimer was required to have its oxygen atom at a distance of at
least 4.5 Å of the solute oxygen atom(s) in the alcohol
functional groups.
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Figure 5. Background-subtracted dangling OH bands showing the maximum peak frequency for the nonﬂuorinated (top) and ﬂuorinated (bottom)
diols. The background was assumed to resemble the shape of the OH stretch band of pure water in this spectral region.

Figure 6. Average number of dangling OH ⟨k⟩ in the hydration shell of each diol chain is plotted as a function of the number of carbon atoms (N)
in the chain. These results were obtained from the dangling OH band areas assuming a Raman cross section equal to that of an average OH group
in pure water. The lines in panels A and C are linear ﬁts.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

length and on the location of that group within the chain.
Comparison with previous Raman-MCR results for aqueous nalcohols and ﬂuorinated ethanol reveals signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between the dangling OH probability around a terminal
methyl group and interior methylene groups (in both
ﬂuorinated and nonﬂuorinated chains). Moreover, temperature-dependent measurements are used to quantify the

Experiment. Raman measurements were performed to
determine the average number, ⟨k⟩, of water hydroxy groups
that give rise to the peak near 3660 cm−1 observed in solutions
of the solutes shown in Figure 1. The results are used to
determine the extent to which the formation of dangling OH
structures around a given −CF2− or −CH2− depends on chain
13556
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Figure 7. Experimental enthalpy and entropy changes of dangling OH formation for ﬂuorinated (bottom) and nonﬂuorinated diols (top).

overlap with a hydrogen-bonded OH band; in Figure 5, this
underlying background was subtracted by assuming that its
shape is the same as the local shape of the OH stretch band of
pure water.3,32
Additional temperature-dependent measurements were
performed to obtain the SC spectra of alkyl diols from 20 to
95 °C and F-diols from 20 to 80 °C (see Figures S2 and S4).
The resulting background-subtracted dangling OH bands
(obtained as described above) are shown in Figure 5. The
areas of these dangling OH bands were used to obtain ⟨k⟩ with
eq 1, after appropriate normalization and assuming that the
Raman cross section of an OH group is independent of its
hydrogen-bonding state. These results reveal that the dangling
OH band intensities invariably increase with temperature, as is
also the case for n-alcohols and ﬂuorinated ethanol.16,32,56
Figure 6 shows how the probability of observing an excess
dangling OH population in the solute hydration shell, ⟨k⟩,
depends on the solute’s carbon chain length N. For longer
chains, the chain-length dependence becomes approximately
linear for both the nonﬂuorinated (Figure 6A) and ﬂuorinated
(Figure 6C) diols. The best-ﬁt lines converge to ⟨k⟩ ∼ 0 when
N ∼ 3.5 for the nonﬂuorinated diol chains and N ∼ 2 for the
ﬂuorinated diol chains. For the nonﬂuorinated diols, the values
of ⟨k⟩ are all nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the
previously reported values of ⟨k⟩ for the corresponding linear
1-alcohols.56 This diﬀerence between the mono- and
dialcohols implies the terminal methyl groups of the
monoalcohols are more eﬀective than interior methylene
groups in promoting the formation of dangling OH structures.
Moreover, the hydration-shell SC spectrum of ethylene glycol
(HO−CH2CH2−OH) shows no detectable dangling OH band
(see Figure S1), thus implying that the hydration shells of αmethylene groups have fewer dangling OH structures than the
hydration shells of interior methylenes.
For the ﬂuorinated diols, the linear chain length dependence
of ⟨k⟩, and particularly its intercept at N = 2, indicate that the

corresponding enthalpy and entropy of forming a dangling OH
structure. As an aside, we note that although performing a
similar analysis of the hydrogen-bonded region of the spectra
to gain insight into strong versus weak water−water hydrogen
bonds is in principle possible, it is beyond the scope of this
work. More speciﬁcally, that could perhaps be done by
evaluating the temperature dependence of diﬀerent sub-bands
(or spectral regions) within the hydrogen-bonded OH band.
However, identifying the speciﬁc structures associated with
such H-bonded sub-bands remains a theoretical challenge.52,53
Figure 4A,C shows representative raw Raman spectra of
aqueous solutions of the diols, in the CH and OH stretch
regions at 20 °C. The OH stretch band in the raw spectra is
due primarily to water and is only slightly shifted in frequency
and shape relative to pure water. Figure 4B,D shows the
corresponding Raman-MCR solute-correlated (SC) spectra
whose vibrational features arise from water molecules that are
perturbed by the solute, and thus have an OH stretch band
that is quite diﬀerent from that of pure water.
The resulting hydration-shell spectra of nonﬂuorinated diols
are quite similar to the corresponding n-alcohols,21 except for
the smaller intensity of the dangling OH feature near
3660 cm−1. The relatively small shift in the hydration-shell
band to lower frequency, as well as the slight increase in the
relative intensity of the shoulder near 3200 cm−1, are
consistent with a slight increase in hydration-shell tetrahedrality (relative to pure water).54,55 The hydration shells of the
ﬂuorinated solutes are more signiﬁcantly perturbed, as
evidenced by both the much larger dangling OH-like peak
near 3670 cm−1 and the decrease in the relative intensity of the
3200 cm−1 shoulder. Thus, the increased dangling OH
population is evidently associated with a disordering (decrease
in tetrahedrality) of the hydration shell, as was observed in
prior studies of the hydration-shell spectra and structures of
ﬂuorinated ethanols. The dangling OH bands for the
ﬂuorinated diols, as shown in the inset of Figure 4D, partially
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Figure 8. Average dimer interaction energies beyond the repulsive threshold, for water molecules in radial-dangling conﬁguration and the indicated
diols, calculated at the DF-sSAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ level of theory. (A and B) Total interaction energy (kJ mol−1). (C and D) Attractive components
of the total interaction energy. Energies are presented as a mean; for A and B the standard error of the mean is also shown. Number of
conﬁgurations used for the alkane diols: 166 (C4,α); 219 (C5,α); 232 (C6,α); 265 (C9,α); 328 (C4,β); 397 (C5,β); 467 (C6,β); 570 (C9,β); 567
(C5,γ); 488 (C6,γ); 834 (C9,γ); 1234 (C9,δ); 1297 (C9,ε). Number of conﬁgurations for the perﬂuoroalkane diols: 175 (C4,α); 187 (C5,α); 191
(C6,α); 169 (C9,α); 715 (C4,β); 489 (C5,β); 514 (C6,β); 486 (C9,β); 509 (C5,γ); 377 (C6,γ); 356 (C9,γ); 311 (C9,δ); 318 (C9,ε).

probability of forming dangling OH-like structures is highly
localized, in the sense that it is nearly the same for all
ﬂuorinated methylene groups, regardless of the ﬂuorination
state of the neighboring carbons in the diol chain. The values
of ⟨k⟩ for the smallest ﬂuorinated diol, with two ﬂuorinated
methylene groups, are only slightly larger than that for
CF3CH2−OH,32 indicating that CF3 groups also more
eﬀectively promote the formation of dangling OH structures
than CF2 groups, as is the case for CH3 compared to CH2.
Figure 6B,D shows how ⟨k⟩/(N − 2) depends on solute
chain length N. ⟨k⟩/(N − 2) represents the average probability
of ﬁnding a dangling OH per interior methylene or ﬂuorinatedmethylene group. Thus, the marked chain-length dependence
of ⟨k⟩/(N − 2) for the nonﬂuorinated diols implies that the
dangling OH probability depends on the location of the
methylene group within the chain. For the F-diols, however,
the approximate chain-length independence of ⟨k⟩/(N − 2) is
consistent with the above conclusion that the dangling OH
probability is approximately independent of both the location
of the ﬂuorinated methylene group and the number of
neighboring ﬂuorinated methylene groups.

Figure 7 shows the temperature-dependent plots used to
obtain the enthalpy ΔH and entropy ΔS associated with the
formation of a dangling OH structure. These results indicate
that excess dangling OH groups around a ﬂuorinated
methylene group have lower enthalpy and entropy than the
excess dangling OH structures in the hydration shell of the
nonﬂuorinated diols. In other words, the weak OH···FC
hydrogen bonds are more enthalpically stable and more rigid
than OH···HC dangling OH structures.
Simulation. Stability of Radial-Dangling OH Structures
Has Opposite Dependence on Chain Length and Position
for Fluorinated and Nonﬂuorinated Diols. We calculated the
interaction energy of water + diol dimers using SAPT at the
DF-sSAPT0/jun-cc-pVDZ (here called sSAPT0) level of
theory. This calculation was done for hundreds of dimer
conﬁgurations where the water molecule forms a radialdangling OH structure pointing to a given chain position of
each diol. The conﬁgurations were extracted from MD
simulations at 298 K; they are thus representative of the
liquid rather than the gas phase.
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Figure 9. (A, B) Probability (P1) of having exactly 1 radial-dangling OH structure pointing to individual carbons of the indicated nonﬂuorinated
and ﬂuorinated diols, and (C, D) corresponding free energy (kJ mol−1) relative to the state where the hydration shell has zero radial-dangling OH
structures (calculated using eq 6), obtained from molecular dynamics simulations at 298 K. Values are the mean and standard error of the mean of
ﬁve independent measurements. Probabilities are shown in Table S1.

dimer conﬁgurations discussed above (Figure 8A,B), calculated
using sSAPT0. Numerical energy component values are given
in Figure S7. For the nonﬂuorinated diols, dispersion is the
dominant attractive interaction, but electrostatics, dispersion,
and induction all become more favorable with increasing chain
length and toward the center of the chain. Exchange energy
(see Figure S7) shows the opposite trend, but the net result is
that radial-dangling hydroxy groups are more stabilized at the
center of longer chains, as discussed above. The changes in the
energetic contributions with chain length and carbon position
appear to be small, but they matter: They lead to variations of
up to 2 kJ/mol in the free energy of formation of radialdangling OH structures associated with diﬀerent carbon atoms.
For the ﬂuorinated diols, both dispersion and electrostatics
substantially stabilize the radial-dangling OH structures. The
dispersion contribution varies surprisingly little along the
chain, and contrary to intuition, it is larger than for the
nonﬂuorinated molecules. Apart from dispersion, each
interaction follows the opposite trends as the corresponding
water−alkyl diol interactions. Electrostatic interactions are
substantially more favorable toward the termini of shorter
chains, which suggests that the lower peak frequency of the
band near 3670 cm−1 observed for shorter perﬂuorinated
chains (Figure 5D−F) may be described as a Stark shift.57 The
strong correlation observed in the molecular dynamics
simulations between the charge of the ﬂuorine atoms and
the number of radial-dangling OH structures (Supporting
Information section 4) further conﬁrms that the polarity of the
C−F bond plays a critical role in the formation of radialdangling OH structures. The attractive interactions are
partially oﬀset by the exchange contribution (see Figure S7)

Figure 8A,B shows the average dimer interaction energy
beyond the repulsive threshold from sSAPT0 calculations.
Radial-dangling OH groups pointing to α-carbons experience
the most repulsive interactions of all chain positions, for both
ﬂuorinated and nonﬂuorinated diols. This result is consistent
with the experimentally drawn conclusion that α-methylene
groups should have very few associated dangling OH structures
(Figure 6A,C). For nonﬂuorinated diols, the interaction
energies become slightly more favorable (more negative)
toward the center of the chain and for longer chains; this weak
variation is consistent with experiment (Figure 6B). In
contrast, for ﬂuorinated diols, radial-dangling OH groups are
most stabilized (more negative energies) by β-CF2− groups
and are much less stabilized in interior positions and for longer
chains. This trend is consistent with the lower peak frequency
of the band near 3670 cm−1 observed for the shorter
ﬂuorinated diols (Figure 5D−F): Lower OH vibrational
frequencies often correlate with stronger interactions between
the OH group and a solute. The simulation results appear to
be, however, in direct opposition to the experimental trends
drawn in Figure 6D, which indicates that longer ﬂuorinated
chains have more, rather than fewer, dangling OH structures
per carbon. Below we resolve this apparent discrepancy: It
stems from the fact that for ﬂuorinated diols the peak near
3660 cm−1 contains contributions from both radial-dangling
OH and nonradial-dangling OH structures as discussed below.
Dominant Nature of Interactions between Solutes and
Radial-Dangling OH Groups Diﬀers between Fluorinated
and Nonﬂuorinated Solutes. In Figure 8C,D we show the
attractive contributions to the interaction energy (electrostatics, dispersion, and induction) of the same water + diol
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acquire negative charges when bonded to metals, which are less
electronegative than hydrogen. As a consequence of the
negative charge, radial-dangling hydroxy groups in the
molecular dynamics simulations are excessively abundant
around the α-methylene group.
-CH3 and −CF3 Groups Promote Radial-Dangling OH
Structures More Eﬀectively than −CH2− and −CF2− Groups,
Respectively. The simulations predict that −CH3 groups
promote radial-dangling OH structures more eﬀectively than
−CH2− groups: P1 ≈ 0.02 around the −CH3 group in ethanol
at 298 K (Figure 4 in ref 3), whereas P1 ≈ 0.01 for any
methylene group in the alkyl diols. The sSAPT0 calculations
indicate that the interaction energy of water/alcohol dimers
where the water forms a radial-dangling OH structure is
actually stronger for diols than for dimers with ethanol
(−0.015 kJ/mol; see Table S2). The more eﬀective promotion
of radial-dangling OH structures around −CH3 than −CH2−
groups thus likely has a strong entropic component.
Molecular dynamics simulations also indicate that −CF3
groups promote radial-dangling OH structures more eﬀectively
than −CF2− groups: P1 ≈ 0.1 around the −CF3 group in
CF3CH2OH at 298 K (Figure 4 in ref 3), whereas the
probability per −CF2− group varies between 0.02 and 0.08. In
this case, however, the average nonrepulsive interaction energy
of water/CF3CH2OH dimers from sSAPT0 calculations
(−1.82 kJ/mol; see Table S2) is more negative than that for
most of the −CF2− groups in the ﬂuorinated diols. The −CF3
groups promote radial-dangling OH groups more eﬀectively
than −CF2− groups primarily because of enthalpy.
Water Radial-Dangling OH Groups Explain the Experimental Signal near 3660 cm−1 for Nonﬂuorinated Chains.
Given that the number of radial-dangling OH structures
around α-methylene groups is overestimated in the MD
simulations of alkyl diols, for the remaining analyses we
remove this contribution from the total number of radialdangling OH structures associated with alkyl diols. In Figure
10, we show the average number of radial-dangling OH

which is, very unexpectedly, more favorable with increasing
chain length and position.
Force Fields Adequately Represent the System in All
Cases except for α-Methylene Groups of Nonﬂuorinated
Diols. Comparison of the trends observed in the sSAPT0
results with those from MD allows us to assess how reliably
these force ﬁelds capture radial-dangling OH groups in the
hydration shell of −CH2− and −CF2− groups. Figure 9A,B
contains the probability (P1) of having exactly one radialdangling hydroxy structure (as illustrated in Figure 2)
associated with a given carbon atom of the diol chains, from
molecular dynamics simulations at 298 K. The probability of
having more than one radial-dangling hydroxy structure
simultaneously pointing to any carbon is much smaller than
P1, so P1 is almost identical to the probability of ﬁnding at least
one radial-dangling OH structure pointing to the indicated
sites. These probabilities are replotted in Figure 9C,D in the
form of the free energy of formation deﬁned by eq 6, to
facilitate comparisons between MD and the sSAPT0 results in
Figure 8. The reference state for each molecule is a hydration
layer with zero radial-dangling OH structures. The values of P1
and P0 are given in Table S1.
For the ﬂuorinated diols, the trends observed in the
molecular dynamics simulations (Figure 9B,D) reﬂect those
seen in the interaction energies from sSAPT0. The methylene
groups (at the α position) have very few associated radialdangling OH structures, i.e., the free energy of formation of
radial-dangling OH structures pointing toward α-methylene
groups is the most unfavorable (positive). This result is
consistent with the largest repulsive (positive) interactions
observed at the α-methylene groups in the sSAPT0
calculations. The radial-dangling OH structures per carbon
are most abundant around the β-perﬂuoroethylene groups, and
progressively become rarer toward the interior of the chain and
for larger chains, again reﬂecting the energetic trends from
sSAPT0.
For the alkyl diols, however, the molecular dynamics
simulation results in Figure 9A,C are only in partial agreement
with the sSAPT0 calculations and with experiment. Interactions between radial-dangling OH structures and interior
methylene groups are described well by the force ﬁeld: The
MD simulations (Figure 9A,C) indicate that the number of
radial-dangling OH structures per methylene group is lowest
for the β position and increases for interior positions and for
longer chains. This variation is in line with the progressively
more negative (favorable) sSAPT0 interaction energies toward
the interior of the chain and for larger chains (Figure 8A) and
agrees with experiment (Figure 6B).
The disagreement occurs only for the α-methylene groups of
the nonﬂuorinated diols: In the MD simulations, the hydration
shell of the α-methylene groups has the most radial-dangling
OH groups. In contrast, the dimer interaction energy from
sSAPT0 calculations (Figure 8A) is weakly positive for radialdangling OH structures associated with α-methylene groups,
whereas it is weakly negative for all other methylenes,
suggesting that the MD results are not correct. Experiment
(Figure 6C) also indicates that α-methylene groups should
barely promote radial-dangling OH structures. In Supporting
Information section 5, we demonstrate that the origin of the
disagreement stems from the weakly negative charge of the
hydrogen atoms of the α-methylene groups in alkyl diols. A
negative charge in hydrogen is unphysical because carbon is
more electronegative than hydrogen; hydrogen atoms only

Figure 10. Average number of radial-dangling OH structures around
nonﬂuorinated diol chains from molecular dynamics simulations. ⟨k⟩
− ⟨k⟩α is the average number of radial-dangling OH structures around
each diol chain excluding the contribution of the α-methylene groups.
(⟨k⟩ − ⟨k⟩α)/(N − 2) is the probability of a ﬁnding structure per
nonterminal carbon. The lines in A are linear ﬁts.

structures around alkyl diol chains after implementing this
correction. This quantity can be directly compared with
experiment (see Figure 6); its value is similar to an average of
all the P1 values at a given temperature over the nonterminal
carbons because the probability of having more than one
radial-dangling OH structure in an hydration shell is very small
(data not shown). With this correction, the results compare
remarkably well with the experimental results shown in Figure
13560
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structures toward the interior of the perﬂuorinated chains, as
shown in Figure 9B.
The discrepancy between experiment and the simulation
results in Figure 11A,B for ﬂuorinated diols is substantial,
despite the fact that the force ﬁeld used in the simulations
adequately describes the interactions between water and
ﬂuorinated diols, as discussed above. To explain this
discrepancy we look to our prior work: 3 For 2,2,2triﬂuorethanol, we have shown that the population of hydroxy
groups that is spectroscopically active near 3670 cm−1 is best
described by the contribution of both radial-dangling and
nonradial-dangling OH structures. In our prior work,3 we
tested several sets of criteria, based on orientation and
distance, to identify the nonradial-dangling OH population;
the results shown here are based on the most promising
criteria, described above in the Methods section.
Figure 11D shows the average number of dangling hydroxy
groups (i.e., radial + nonradial) per −CF2− group from MD
simulations. The values are higher than the corresponding
experimental quantity in Figure 11B, suggesting that the
contribution of nonradial-dangling OH is likely overestimated
by our criteria. Nevertheless, there is a slower decrease with
chain length and a better agreement with the experimental
results in Figure 6D than when including only the contribution
of radial-dangling OH groups (Figure 11B). Further support
for our conclusion that nonradial-dangling hydroxy groups
contribute signiﬁcantly to the experimental ⟨k⟩ values comes
from Figure 11C, which shows the predicted total (radial +
nonradial) dangling hydroxy ⟨k⟩ values associated with whole
chains: The linear ﬁts to the data have an x-intercept between
1 and 2, close to the value of N = 2 (Figure 6C) predicted by
experiment. In Supporting Information section 6 we present
the thermodynamic quantities describing the formation of
dangling OH structures, corresponding to Figure 11.
Comparison with the experimental results in Figure 7 again
argues that the contribution of the nonradial-dangling OH
groups to the experimental signal cannot be ignored.
The simulation results thus indicate that for molecules with
−CF2− groups, the water hydroxy population spectroscopically
active near 3670 cm−1 includes both radial-dangling and
nonradial-dangling OH structures. Above, we demonstrated
that radial-dangling OH groups are stabilized by dispersive
interactions and by the polarity of the C−F bond. Because
radial- and nonradial-dangling OH defects vary oppositely with
chain length, they likely have diﬀerent origin. Investigating the
origin of the later structures would require substantial
additional simulation work and is thus outside the scope of
this article.

6; without it (see Figure S6), disagreement with experiment
substantially increases.
Figure 10A conﬁrms that the total number of radial-dangling
OH structures in the hydration shell of nonﬂuorinated diols is
higher for longer chains and higher temperatures. The
variation with chain length is approximately linear, with an xintercept at N = 3 close to that seen in experiment (Figure
6A). The average number of radial-dangling OH structures
normalized by the number of nonterminal methylene groups
increases with chain length, and the increase is more marked at
higher temperatures, again in agreement with experiment
(Figure 6B). In Supporting Information section 6 we present
the free energy of formation of radial-dangling OH structures
corresponding to Figure 10. Comparison with the experimental
results in Figure 7 conﬁrms that experiment and simulation
yield values of ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS with identical signs and
comparable magnitudes.
Water Radial-Dangling and Nonradial-Dangling OH
Groups Both Contribute to the Experimental Signal near
3670 cm−1 for Fluorinated Chains. Figure 11A shows the

Figure 11. Average numbers of (A, B) radial-dangling OH structures
and (C, D) dangling (i.e., radial + nonradial) structures as a function
of the length of the ﬂuorinated diol chain, from simulations at 298 K.
⟨k⟩ is the average number of structures of either type around chains of
length N, and ⟨k⟩/(N − 2) is the probability of a ﬁnding structure of
either type per nonterminal carbon. The lines in C and D are linear
ﬁts.

■

CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated hydration-shell stability and thermodynamics as a function of the length of and position in chains of
ﬂuorinated and nonﬂuorinated linear diols. Our results from
molecular dynamics simulations with classical force ﬁelds,
energy decomposition using sSAPT0, and Raman-MCR, are
robust across the three approaches, lending conﬁdence to our
conclusions. The nonﬂuorinated solutes have fewer hydrogen
bonding defects (i.e., fewer dangling OH groups); for these
solutes, the simulations indicate that the Raman-MCR peak
near 3660 cm−1 primarily arises from radial-dangling OH
structures (water OH groups that point to the solute). The
ﬂuorinated diols have a far larger peak in that region, indicating
a larger number of hydration-shell hydrogen bonding defects.

average number, ⟨k⟩, of radial-dangling OH structures around
ﬂuorinated diols at diﬀerent temperatures. This number
increases with chain length, in qualitative agreement with
experiment, but increases much more weakly with temperature
than the experimental values in Figure 6C. The x-intercept of
linear ﬁts to the data is at N = −4, far from the experimentally
observed N = 2. The average number of radial-dangling OH
structures per nonterminal carbon, ⟨k⟩/(N − 2), shown in
Figure 11B, also deviates substantially from experiment: The
probability of ﬁnding a radial-dangling OH structure per
−CF2− group greatly decreases for longer chains, in contrast
with experiment (Figure 6D). This decrease stems from the
decreasing probability of forming radial-dangling OH
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shown to be central to create nanoparticle coatings that remain
stable in lysosomes.58 Analogous substitutions in protein
binding pockets might stabilize protein−ligand binding via the
direct interaction of amino acid hydroxy groups (or other polar
groups) with the ﬂuorinated groups. The strength of this
interaction depends strongly on the relative orientation
between the hydroxy and the C−F bonds; this type of
substitution might thus be used to rationally tune both the
strength and speciﬁcity of binding. Recent experiments have
shown that replacing −CH2− by −CHF− in a substrate indeed
dramatically impacted its ability to inhibit the bacterial quorum
sensing system;59 the binding site of this system contains
tyrosine, serine, and threonine, all of which contain a hydroxy
group in their side chain. Our present study and past work
suggests that further exploring the impact of ﬂuorination on
ligand binding in both dry and wet binding sites would be
worthwhile and oﬀers a quantitatively predictive understanding
of experimental observations.

The simulations clariﬁed that the larger dangling OH peak
observed for the ﬂuorinated solutes stems from both a larger
population of radial-dangling OH groups than the nonﬂuorinated solutes and from the contribution of nonradialdangling OH groups: Water hydroxy groups that do not
donate a hydrogen bond and which do not point toward the
solute. Thus, the hydration shell of ﬂuorinated diols not only
has more defects than that of the nonﬂuorinated diols but also
has defects with qualitatively diﬀerent structures.
Our results demonstrate that radial-dangling OH groups are
more abundant near ﬂuorinated diols because of energetically
(i.e., enthalpically) favorable interactions with −CF2− groups
which have a predominant local nature, not because of the
diﬀerent volume of ﬂuorinated and nonﬂuorinated carbons.3
The local nature of the stabilizing interactions implies that the
diﬀerent acidity (polarity) of alcohol OH groups in ﬂuorinated
and nonﬂuorinated diols is not a good predictor for the
number of radial-dangling defects in their hydration shell. We
emphasize that the stabilizing interactions between radialdangling OH groups and ﬂuorinated chains only partially oﬀset
the cost of breaking a water−water hydrogen bond: The
enthalpy of formation of a dangling OH structure is 6−10 kJ/
mol lower than for the alkyl diols but remains positive. Radialdangling OH structures remain rare near ﬂuorinated solutes
and thus play a relatively small role in the global solute−water
interactions, consistent with the larger hydrophobicity (more
positive hydration free energies) of perﬂuorinated compounds
relative to their nonﬂuorinated counterparts.1
For both ﬂuorinated and nonﬂuorinated diols, the hydration
shell is markedly not uniformly stable along the chain. sSAPT0
calculations show that the interaction energy (beyond the
repulsive limit) between the solutes and single water molecules
in the radial-dangling OH conﬁguration can vary as much as
8 kJ/mol for ﬂuorinated diols and as much as 2 kJ/mol for
nonﬂuorinated diols, depending on the length of the chain and
the chain position to which the water OH points. For
nonﬂuorinated molecules, this interaction energy becomes
more favorable (more negative) for longer chains and toward
the interior of the chain; for ﬂuorinated diols, the trend is
opposite.
The components of the interaction energy between the
radial-dangling hydroxy structures and the solute diﬀer
substantially between −CH2− and −CF2− groups and have
largely opposite dependence on chain length and position. For
nonﬂuorinated solutes, dispersion is the dominant interaction,
but all attractive energy components (dispersion, electrostatics,
and induction) become more favorable for longer chains and
toward the interior of the chain. For ﬂuorinated solutes,
electrostatics is the dominant interaction (i.e., water OH
groups in radial-dangling conﬁguration respond to the polarity
of the C−F bond), and both electrostatics and induction
become less favorable for longer chains and toward the interior
of the chain. Dispersion remains essentially independent of
chain position and length.
Our prior3,32 and present work has demonstrated that −CF3,
−CF2−, −CHF2−, and −CH2F− substituents have stabilizing
interactions of diﬀerent magnitude with water molecules
forming a radial-dangling OH, suggesting an experimentally
realizable approach to tune folding, aggregation, and binding.
In hydrated hydrophobic pockets, ﬂuorinating methyl or
methylene groups may lead to strong stabilization eﬀects
because of the favorable interactions that radial-dangling OH
groups can establish with them. This eﬀect has been recently
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